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Dear Mr. Bozman:
It has come to our attention that you are using the PEZ logo and the likenesses of PEZ
Dispensers and PEZ Candy in a series of fine art prints called" Shirley Temple Goes to
PEZ Land" . Also; you are misrepresenting PEZ Dispensers by dipicting the likenessesof
various celebrities on top of PEZ dispensers. The celebrities depicted in your prints have
never been associated at any time with PEZ Candy and dispensers. Further, we understand
that you are selling copies of these prints in commerce for approximately $185.00 each.
The likenesses of PEZ products and logos are protected under the copyright and trademark
laws of the United States and depicting the likenesses and trafficking in same without
authorization are in violation of these laws, which subject the violator to being sued for
damages and other relief, including attorney's fees. You may also be in similar violations
of the estates of celebrities whose likenesses you depict on the top of the misrepresented
PEZ Dispensers.
Demand is hereby made that you immediately cease and desist from any such unauthorized
activity, furnish all such unauthorized products now in inventory to the undersigned
immediately, provide me your immediate assurance of your full cooperation in this matter
including a promise on your part not to infringe any of PEZ's proprietary rights and
immediately furnish a complete accounting as to the total number of "Shirley Temple Goes ·
to PEZ Land" prints and copies of such prints made to date and revenues derived to date
from the unauthorized exploitation.
The foregoing is without prejudice to any right or claim .
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